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LAW AND THE REGULATORY AUTHORITY
Legislative framework
Summarise the legislative framework for the protection of personal information (PI). Does your 
jurisdiction have a dedicated data protection law? Is the data protection law in your jurisdiction 
based on any international instruments or laws of other jurisdictions on privacy or data 
protection?

Regulation (EU) 2016/679 (the General Data Protection Regulation) (GDPR) became directly applicable in Belgium on
25 May 2018.

In the context of this important evolution of the legal framework, the Belgian data protection supervisory authority
(formerly called the Commission for the Protection of Privacy) was reformed by the Act of 3 December 2017 creating
the Data Protection Authority (DPA). This reform was necessary to enable the DPA to fulfil the tasks and exercise the
powers of a supervisory authority under the GDPR.

On 5 September 2018, the Act of 30 July 2018 on the protection of natural persons concerning the processing of
personal data (the Data Protection Act) was published in the Belgian Official Gazette. The Data Protection Act
addresses the areas where the GDPR leaves room for EU member states to adopt country specific rules and
implements Directive (EU) 2016/680 (the Law Enforcement Directive). The Data Protection Act replaced the Act on the
Protection of Privacy concerning the Processing of Personal Data of 8 December 1992.

This chapter mainly focuses on the legislative data protection framework for private sector companies and does not
address the specific regime for the processing of PI by police and criminal justice authorities in detail. The responses
reflect the requirements set forth by the GDPR and the Data Protection Act.

In addition to the GDPR, several international instruments on privacy and data protection apply in Belgium, including:

Council of Europe Convention 108 on the Protection of Privacy and Trans-border Flows of Personal Data;
the European Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (article 8 on the right to respect for
private and family life); and
the Charter for Fundamental Rights of the European Union (article 7 on the right to respect for private and family
life and article 8 on the right to the protection of personal data).

 

There is also sector-specific legislation relevant to the protection of PI. The Electronic Communications Act of 13 June
2005 (the Electronic Communications Act), for instance, imposes specific privacy and data protection obligations on
electronic communications service providers.

Law stated - 04 May 2022

Data protection authority
Which authority is responsible for overseeing the data protection law? What is the extent of its 
investigative powers?

The Belgian Data Protection Authority (DPA) is responsible for overseeing compliance with data protection law in
Belgium. The DPA is headed by a chair and consists of five main departments, each headed by a director:

a general secretariat that supports the operations of the DPA and has several executive tasks, including
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establishing the list of processing activities that require a data protection impact assessment, rendering opinions
in the case of prior consultation by a data controller, and approving codes of conduct and certification criteria, as
well as standard contractual clauses and binding corporate rules for cross-border data transfers;
a front office service that is responsible for receiving complaints and requests, starting mediation procedures,
raising awareness around data protection with the general public and informing organisations of their data
protection obligations;
a knowledge centre that issues advice on questions related to PI processing and recommendations regarding
social, economic or technological developments that may have an impact on PI processing;
an investigation service that is responsible for investigating data protection law infringements; and
a litigation chamber that deals with administrative proceedings.

 

Together, the chairperson and the four directors form the executive committee that, among others, approves the DPA’s
annual budget and determines the strategy and management plan. The DPA’s 2020–2025 Strategic Plan was published
on 12 March 2020.

Also, there is an independent reflection board that provides non-binding advice to the DPA on all data-protection-related
topics, upon request of the executive committee or the knowledge centre or on its own initiative.

To fulfil its role, the DPA is granted a wide variety of investigative, control and enforcement powers. The enforcement
powers include the power to:

issue a warning or a reprimand;
order compliance with an individual’s requests;
order to inform affected individuals of a security incident;
order to freeze or limit processing;
temporarily or permanently prohibit processing;
order to bring processing activities in compliance with the law;
order the rectification, restriction or deletion of PI and the notification thereof to data recipients;
order the withdrawal of a licence given to a certification body;
impose penalty payments and administrative sanctions; and
suspend data transfers.

 

Further, the DPA can transmit a case to the public prosecutor for criminal investigation and prosecution. The DPA can
also publish the decisions it issues on its website. The investigation powers of the DPA include the power to:

hear witnesses;
perform identity checks;
conduct written inquiries;
conduct on-site inspections;
access computer systems and copy all data such systems contain;
access information electronically;
seize or seal goods, documents and computer systems; and
request the identification of the subscriber or regular user of an electronic communication service or electronic
communication means.

 

The investigation service also has the power to take interim measures, including suspending, limiting or freezing PI
processing activities.
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In addition to the DPA, certain public bodies, such as police agencies, intelligence and security services and the
Coordination Unit for Threat Analysis, have a specific authority overseeing their data protection compliance.

On 28 January 2022, the Belgian Council of Ministers approved a draft law aimed at reforming the Act of 3 December
2017 creating the DPA. The draft law introduces several changes to the internal structure of the DPA and aims to
strengthen parliamentary oversight over the functioning of the DPA. It remains to be seen whether the draft law will be
adopted   in its current form.

Law stated - 04 May 2022

Cooperation with other data protection authorities
Are there legal obligations on the data protection authority to cooperate with other data 
protection authorities, or is there a mechanism to resolve different approaches?

The DPA is required to cooperate with all other Belgian public and private actors involved in the protection of
individuals’ rights and freedoms, particularly concerning the free flow of PI and customer protection. The DPA must
also cooperate with the national data protection authorities of other countries. Such cooperation will focus on, inter
alia, the creation of centres of expertise, the exchange of information, mutual assistance for controlling measures and
the sharing of human and financial resources. The rules for ensuring a consistent application of the GDPR throughout
the European Union outlined in the GDPR will apply in cross-border cases.

Law stated - 04 May 2022

Breaches of data protection law
Can breaches of data protection law lead to administrative sanctions or orders, or criminal 
penalties? How would such breaches be handled?

The DPA has the power to impose the administrative sanctions outlined in the GDPR. Depending on the nature of the
violation, these administrative sanctions can go up to €20 million or 4 per cent of an organisation’s total worldwide
annual turnover of the preceding financial year. Breaches of data protection law can also lead to criminal penalties,
which can, depending on the nature of the violation, go up to €240,000. Also, violations of Belgian privacy and data
protection law may result in a civil action for damages.

Law stated - 04 May 2022

Judicial review of data protection authority orders
Can PI owners appeal to the courts against orders of the data protection authority?

Decisions of the DPA's Litigation Chamber can be appealed before the Market Court (within the Brussels Court of
Appeal) within 30 days of their notification.

Law stated - 04 May 2022

SCOPE
Exempt sectors and institutions
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Does the data protection law cover all sectors and types of organisation or are some areas of 
activity outside its scope?

Belgian data protection law is generally intended to cover the processing of PI by all types of organisations in all
sectors. That said, certain types of PI processing are (partially) exempted or subject to specific rules, including the
processing of PI:

by a natural person in the course of a purely personal or household activity; for example, a private address file or
a personal electronic diary;
solely for journalism purposes, or purposes of academic, artistic or literary expression;
by competent authorities for the purposes of the prevention, investigation, detection or prosecution of criminal
offences or the execution of criminal penalties;
by the intelligence and security services;
by the armed forces;
by competent authorities in the context of security classification, clearances, certificates and advice;
by the Coordination Unit for Threat Assessment;
by the Passenger Information Unit; and
by certain public bodies that monitor the police, intelligence and security services (eg, the Standing Policy
Monitoring Committee and the Standing Intelligence Agencies Review Committee).

Law stated - 04 May 2022

Interception of communications and surveillance laws
Does the data protection law cover interception of communications, electronic marketing or 
monitoring and surveillance of individuals?

Regulation (EU) 2016/679 (the General Data Protection Regulation) (GDPR) and the Act of 30 July 2018 on the
protection of natural persons concerning the processing of personal data (the Data Protection Act) generally apply to
the processing of PI in connection with the interception of communications and electronic marketing, as well as
monitoring and surveillance of individuals. Also, these topics are addressed by specific laws and regulations, including:

the Belgian Criminal Code;
the Electronic Communications Act of 13 June 2005;
Collective Bargaining Agreement No. 81 of 26 April 2002 on the monitoring of employees’ online communications
(interception of communications);
the Belgian Code of Economic Law;
the Royal Decree of 4 April 2003 regarding spam (electronic marketing);
the Belgian Act of 21 March 2007 on surveillance cameras (as amended by the Act of 21 March 2018);
the Royal Decree of 10 February 2008 regarding the signalling of camera surveillance (as amended by the Royal
Decree of 28 May 2018);
the Royal Decree of 9 March 2014 appointing the categories of individuals authorised to watch real-time images
of surveillance cameras in public spaces; and
Collective Bargaining Agreement No. 68 of 16 June 1998 regarding camera surveillance in the workplace
(surveillance of individuals).

Law stated - 04 May 2022
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Other laws
Are there any further laws or regulations that provide specific data protection rules for related 
areas?

A significant number of laws and regulations set forth specific data protection rules that are applicable in a certain
area, for example:

the Act of 21 August 2008 on the establishment and organisation of the e-Health Platform (e-health records);
Book VII of the Belgian Code of Economic Law on payment and credit services containing data protection rules
for the processing of consumer credit data (credit information);
Collective Bargaining Agreement No. 81 of 26 April 2002 on the monitoring of employees’ online communications
and the Collective Bargaining Agreement No. 68 of 16 June 1998 regarding camera surveillance in the workplace;
the Passenger Data Processing Act of 25 December 2016; and
the Act of 18 September 2017 on the prevention of money laundering and terrorist financing and the restriction
on the use of cash.

Law stated - 04 May 2022

PI formats
What categories and types of PI are covered by the law?

The GDPR and the Data Protection Act apply to the processing of PI, wholly or partly by automatic means, and to the
processing other than by automatic means of PI that forms part of a filing system (or is intended to form part of a filing
system). PI is broadly defined and includes any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person.

Law stated - 04 May 2022

Extraterritoriality
Is the reach of the law limited to PI owners and processors physically established or operating in 
your jurisdiction, or does the law have extraterritorial effect?

Belgian data protection law applies to the processing of PI carried out in the context of the activities of an
establishment of a controller or processor in Belgium. Also, Belgian data protection law can apply to the processing of
PI by organisations that are established outside the European Union. This is the case where such organisations
process PI of individuals located in Belgium concerning offering goods or services to such individuals in Belgium or
monitoring the behaviour of such individuals in Belgian territory.

Belgian data protection law will, however, not apply to the processing of PI by a processor established in Belgium on
behalf of a controller established in another EU member state, to the extent that the processing takes place in the
territory of the member state where the controller is located. In such a case, the data protection law of the member
state where the controller is established will apply.

Law stated - 04 May 2022
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Covered uses of PI
Is all processing or use of PI covered? Is a distinction made between those who control or own PI 
and those who provide PI processing services to owners? Do owners’, controllers’ and 
processors’ duties differ?

In principle, all types of PI processing fall within the ambit of Belgian data protection law, regardless of who is
controlling the processing or merely processing PI on behalf of a controller. The controller is any natural or legal
person, public authority, agency or other body that alone or jointly with others determines the purposes and means of
the processing of PI. Controllers can engage a processor to carry out PI processing activities on their behalf and under
their instructions. Controllers are subject to the full spectrum of data protection obligations. Processors, on the other
hand, are subject to a more limited set of direct obligations under Belgian data protection law (including the obligation
to process PI only on the controller’s instructions, keep internal records of PI processing activities, cooperate with the
data protection supervisory authorities, implement appropriate information security measures, notify data breaches to
the controller, appoint a data protection officer if certain conditions are met and ensure compliance with international
data transfer restrictions). In addition to these direct legal obligations, certain data protection obligations will be
imposed on processors through their mandatory contract with the controller.

Law stated - 04 May 2022

LEGITIMATE PROCESSING OF PI
Legitimate processing – grounds
Does the law require that the processing of PI be legitimised on specific grounds, for example to 
meet the owner’s legal obligations or if the individual has provided consent?

Controllers are required to have a legal basis for each PI processing activity. The exhaustive list of potential legal
grounds for the processing of PI outlined in Regulation (EU) 2016/679 (the General Data Protection Regulation) (GDPR)
will be available to controllers that are subject to Belgian data protection law:

the data subject has unambiguously consented to the processing of their PI;
the processing is necessary for the performance of a contract to which the data subject is a party or to take steps
at the request of the data subject before entering into a contract;
the processing is necessary for compliance with a legal obligation under EU or EU member state law to which the
controller is subject;
the processing is necessary to protect the vital interests of the data subject or another individual;
the processing is necessary for the performance of a task carried out in the public interest or the exercise of the
official authority vested in the controller; or
the processing is necessary for the legitimate interests of the controller (or a third party to whom the PI is
disclosed), provided that those interests are not overridden by the interests or fundamental rights and freedoms
of the data subject.

 

For certain types of PI, such as sensitive PI, more restrictive requirements in terms of legal bases apply. Further,
controllers that rely on consent to legitimise the processing of PI that takes place in the context of offering information
society services to children below the age of 13 years must obtain consent from the child’s legal representative.

Law stated - 04 May 2022
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Legitimate processing – types of PI
Does the law impose more stringent rules for processing specific categories and types of PI?

The processing of sensitive PI revealing racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs or
trade union membership, as well as the processing of genetic data, biometric data, health data or data concerning a
person’s sex life or sexual orientation, is only permitted in limited circumstances.

Furthermore, the GDPR prohibits the processing of PI relating to criminal convictions and offences or related security
measures, except where the processing is carried out under the supervision of an official authority or when the
processing is authorised by EU or EU member state law. The Data Protection Act allows the processing of PI relating to
criminal convictions and offences:

by natural persons, private or public legal persons for managing their own litigation;
by lawyers or other legal advisers, to the extent that the processing is necessary for the protection of their clients’
interests;
by other persons, if the processing is necessary to perform duties of substantial public interest that are
determined by EU or EU member state law;
if the processing is required for scientific, historical or statistical research or archiving;
if the data subject has given their explicit and written consent to the processing of PI relating to criminal
convictions and offences for one or more purposes and the processing is limited to such purposes; or
if the processing concerns PI made public by the data subject, on its own initiative, for one or more specific
purposes and the processing is limited to such purposes.

 

The Data Protection Act also sets forth several specific measures that must be implemented when processing genetic,
biometric, health data or PI relating to criminal convictions and offences. In such cases, a list of categories of
individuals that will have access to the data, together with a description of those individuals’ roles concerning the
processing, must be maintained. This list must be made available to the Data Protection Authority upon request.
Further, the controller or processor must ensure that the individuals who have access to such data are bound by legal,
statutory or contractual confidentiality obligations.

Law stated - 04 May 2022

DATA HANDLING RESPONSIBILITIES OF OWNERS OF PI
Transparency
Does the law require owners of PI to provide information to individuals about how they process 
PI? What must the notice contain and when must it be provided?

Controllers are required to provide notice to data subjects whose PI they process. If PI is obtained directly from the
data subject, the notice must contain at least the following information and be provided no later than the moment the
PI is obtained:

the name and address of the controller (and of its representative, if any);
the contact details of the data protection officer (if any);
the purposes of and legal basis for the processing;
where the legitimate interests’ ground is relied upon, the interests in question;
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the existence of the right to object, free of charge, to the intended PI processing for direct marketing purposes;
the (categories of) recipients of PI;
details of transfers to third countries or international organisations, the relevant safeguards associated with such
transfers (including the existence or absence of an adequacy decision of the European Commission) and how
data subjects can obtain a copy of these safeguards or where they have been made available;
the data retention period or criteria used to determine that period;
the existence of the right to request access to and rectification or erasure of PI or the restriction of processing of
PI or to object to the processing, as well as the right to data portability;
the existence of the right to withdraw consent at any time if the controller relies on the data subject’s consent for
the processing of their PI;
the right to lodge a complaint with a supervisory authority;
whether providing the PI is a statutory or contractual requirement or a requirement to enter into a contract, as well
as whether the data subject is obliged to provide the PI and the possible consequences of the failure to provide
the PI; and
information on automated individual decision-making (if any), including information on the logic involved in such
decision-making, the significance and the envisaged consequences.

 

If PI is not obtained directly from the data subject, the controller must provide, in addition to the information listed
above, the categories of PI concerned and the source from which the PI originates. This information must be provided
within a reasonable period after obtaining the PI (within one month at the latest), or when PI is shared with a third party,
at the very latest when the PI is first disclosed or when the PI is used to communicate with the data subject at the
latest at the time of the first communication.

Law stated - 04 May 2022

Exemptions from transparency obligations
When is notice not required?

Notice is not required if data subjects have already received the information concerning the processing of their PI
required under data protection law.

Also, in cases where PI is not collected directly from the data subject, the controller is exempt from the duty to provide
notice if:

informing the data subject proves impossible or would involve a disproportionate effort, in particular in the
context of processing PI for archiving purposes in the public interest, statistical, historical or scientific research,
or to the extent that providing notice would seriously impair or render the achievement of the purposes of the
processing impossible; or
PI must remain confidential subject to an obligation of professional secrecy regulated by EU or EU member state
law.

Law stated - 04 May 2022

Data accuracy
Does the law impose standards in relation to the quality, currency and accuracy of PI?

Controllers must ensure that the PI they process is accurate and take reasonable steps to ensure that inaccurate PI is
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rectified or erased without delay.

Law stated - 04 May 2022

Data minimisation
Does the law restrict the types or volume of PI that may be collected?

Controllers are required to limit the processing of PI to what is strictly necessary for processing purposes. In terms of
data retention requirements, PI must not be kept in an identifiable form for longer than necessary in light of the
purposes for which the PI is collected or further processed. The law imposes stricter conditions for the processing of
certain types of PI, such as sensitive data.

Law stated - 04 May 2022

Data retention
Does the law restrict the amount of PI that may be held or the length of time for which PI may be 
held?

Belgian data protection law incorporates the data minimisation and storage limitation principles and, therefore, PI must
be adequate, relevant and limited to what is necessary in relation to the purposes for which they are processed and
must be kept in a form that permits identification of data subjects for no longer than is necessary for the purposes for
which the PI are processed. This means that PI should be erased or anonymised, as soon as a controller no longer
needs the PI in an identifiable form to achieve the purposes for which it was initially collected or further processed.

Law stated - 04 May 2022

Purpose limitation
Are there any restrictions on the purposes for which PI can be used by owners? If there are 
purpose limitations built into the law, how do they apply?

Belgian data protection law incorporates the ‘finality principle’ and, therefore, PI can only be collected for specified,
explicit and legitimate purposes and must not be further processed in a way incompatible with those purposes.

PI can be processed for new purposes if these are not incompatible with the initial purposes for which the PI was
collected, taking into account all relevant factors, especially the link between the purposes for which the PI was
collected and the purposes of the intended further processing, the context in which the PI was collected, the
relationship between the controller and the data subject, the nature of the concerned PI, the possible consequences of
the further processing and the safeguards implemented by the controller (eg, pseudonymising or encrypting the PI).
Further, the Data Protection Act sets forth specific rules for the further processing of PI for archiving in the public
interest, scientific or historical research or statistical purposes.

Law stated - 04 May 2022

Automated decision-making
Does the law restrict the use of PI for making automated decisions without human intervention 
that affect individuals, including profiling?
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The use of PI to make automated decisions without human intervention, which produce legal effects or otherwise
significantly affect individuals is prohibited unless individuals have consented to it, it is necessary to enter into or
perform a contract between the individual and the controller, or it is authorised by EU or EU member state law.
Furthermore, additional transparency requirements apply when processing PI for automated decision-making. In such
cases, data controllers must provide information about the existence of automated decision-making, the logic involved,
and the significance and the envisaged consequences of the decision.

Law stated - 04 May 2022

SECURITY 
Security obligations
What security obligations are imposed on PI owners and service providers that process PI on 
their behalf?

Controllers and processors are required to implement appropriate technical and organisational measures to protect PI
from accidental or unauthorised destruction, loss, alteration, disclosure, access and any other unauthorised processing.

These measures must ensure an appropriate level of security considering the condition, the costs of implementation
and the nature, scope, context and purposes of the processing, as well as the varying likelihood and severity for the
rights and freedoms of individuals.

These measures may include:

the pseudonymisation and encryption of PI;
the ability to ensure the ongoing confidentiality, integrity, availability and resilience of processing systems and
services;
the ability to restore the availability and access to PI promptly in the event of a physical or technical incident; and
a process for regularly testing, assessing and evaluating the effectiveness of technical and organisational
measures for ensuring the security of the processing.

 

The more sensitive the PI and the higher the risks for the data subject, the more precautions have to be taken. The Act
of 30 July 2018 on the protection of natural persons concerning the processing of personal data, for instance, sets
forth specific measures that controllers must implement when processing genetic and biometric data, health data and
data relating to criminal convictions and offences, including measures to ensure that persons having access to such PI
are under appropriate confidentiality obligations.

Law stated - 04 May 2022

Notification of data breach
Does the law include (general or sector-specific) obligations to notify the supervisory authority or 
individuals of data breaches? If breach notification is not required by law, is it recommended by 
the supervisory authority?

The Electronic Communications Act of 13 June 2005 imposes a duty on providers of publicly available electronic
communications services to notify security breaches, under certain conditions, to the Data Protection Authority (DPA).
The notification should contain the following information:
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the nature of the security breach;
the consequences of the breach;
details of the person or persons who can be contacted for more information concerning the breach;
measures suggested or implemented by the controller to address the breach; and
measures recommended mitigating the negative effects of the security breach.

 

Where feasible, the notification should be done within 24 hours after detection of the breach. In case the controller
does not have all the required information available within this time frame, it can complete the notification within 72
hours after the initial notification. The DPA has published a template form on its website to accommodate companies
in complying with their data breach notification obligations. Also, data subjects must be informed without undue delay
when the security breach is likely to adversely affect their privacy or PI.

Since Regulation (EU) 2016/679 (the General Data Protection Regulation) became applicable, mandatory data breach
notification obligations are no longer limited to the telecom sector. Controllers in all sectors are now required to notify
data breaches to the DPA unless the data breach is unlikely to result in a risk to the rights and freedoms of individuals.
Such notification must be done without undue delay and, where feasible, no later than 72 hours after becoming aware
of the breach. Where notifying the DPA within 72 hours is not possible, the controller must justify such delay. A data
breach notification to the DPA must at least contain:

the nature of the data breach, including, where possible, the categories and approximate number of data subjects
concerned and the categories and approximate number of PI records concerned;
the name and contact details of the data protection officer (if any) or another contact point to obtain additional
information regarding the data breach;
a description of the likely consequences of the data breach; and
a description of the measures taken or proposed to be taken to address the breach, including mitigation
measures where appropriate.

 

In addition to notifying the DPA, controllers are required to notify data breaches to the affected data subjects where the
breach is likely to result in a high risk to the rights and freedoms of natural persons. The notification to the affected
individuals must contain at least:

the name and contact details of the data protection officer or another contact person;
a description of the likely consequences of the data breach; and
a description of the measures taken or proposed to be taken to address the breach, including mitigation
measures where appropriate.

 

Notifying the affected individuals is, however, not required if the controller has implemented measures that render the
affected PI unintelligible to any person who is not authorised to access it (eg, encryption), subsequent measures have
been taken to ensure that the high risk to the rights and freedoms of individuals is no longer likely to materialise or
where notifying the affected individuals would involve a disproportionate effort. In the latter case, public
communication or similar measure should be made to inform the affected individuals about the breach. If a processor
suffers a data breach, it must notify the controller on whose behalf it processes PI without undue delay. In Belgium,
data breaches can be notified to the DPA via an online form made available on the DPA’s website.

Law stated - 04 May 2022
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INTERNAL CONTROLS
Accountability
Are owners or processors of PI required to implement internal controls to ensure that they are 
responsible and accountable for the PI that they collect and use, and to demonstrate compliance 
with the law?

Belgian data protection law implements the ‘principle of accountability’, according to which data controllers must
implement internal controls to ensure compliance with the law, and to enable them to demonstrate compliance with the
law.

Law stated - 04 May 2022

Data protection officer
Is the appointment of a data protection officer mandatory? What are the data protection officer’s 
legal responsibilities? Are there any criteria that a person must satisfy to act as a data protection 
officer?

The appointment of a data protection officer is mandatory where:

the processing is carried out by a public authority or body;
the core activities of the controller or processor consist of processing operations that require regular and
systematic monitoring of data subjects on a large scale; or
the core activities of the controller or processor consist of processing sensitive PI on a large scale.

 

Also, the Act of 30 July 2018 on the protection of natural persons concerning the processing of personal data (the Data
Protection Act) provides that the appointment of a data protection officer is required for:

private organisations that process PI on behalf of a public authority (as data processors) or that receive PI from a
public authority and the processing of such PI is considered to present a high risk; and
controllers processing PI for archiving purposes in the public interest or scientific, historical or statistical
purposes.

 

The main tasks of the data protection officer are to:

inform and advise the controller or processor of its data protection obligations;
monitor compliance with data protection laws, Regulation (EU) 2016/679 (the General Data Protection
Regulation) (GDPR) and the controller’s or processor’s policies, including concerning the assignment of
responsibilities, raising awareness and training the controller’s or processor’s personnel involved in the
processing of PI;
assist with data protection impact assessments;
cooperate with the relevant supervisory authority; and
act as a contact point for the data subjects and the relevant supervisory authorities regarding the processing
activities, including prior consultation in the context of data protection impact assessments.
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Although the obligation to maintain internal records of processing ultimately falls on the controller or processor, the
data protection officer may also be assigned the task of maintaining such records.

Controllers and processors must communicate the identity and contact details of their data protection officer to the
Data Protection Authority (DPA) via an online form available on the DPA’s website.

Law stated - 04 May 2022

Record-keeping
Are owners or processors of PI required to maintain any internal records relating to the PI they 
hold? 

Controllers and processors are required to maintain internal records of their processing activities. Such records should
be in writing, including in electronic form, and should be made available to the DPA upon request.

Controllers’ internal records should contain, at least:

the name and contact details of the controller, joint controller or the controller’s representative, if applicable, and
the identity and contact details of the data protection officer (if any);
the purposes of the processing;
a description of the categories of data subjects and PI;
the categories of data recipients, including recipients in third countries;
transfers of PI to a third country, including the identification of such country and, where applicable,
documentation of the safeguards that have been put in place to protect the PI transferred;
the envisaged data retention period or the criteria used to determine the retention period; and
a description of the technical and organisational security measures put in place, where possible.

 

Processors’ records should contain, at least:

the name and contact details of the processor and each controller on behalf of which the processor is acting and,
where applicable, the controller’s or processor’s representative and data protection officers;
the categories of processing carried out on behalf of the controller;
transfers of PI to third countries, including the identification of such countries and, where applicable,
documentation of the safeguards put in place to protect the PI transferred; and
where possible, a description of the technical and organisational security measures that have been put in place.

 

Companies that employ fewer than 250 persons are exempted from the obligation to keep internal records of their PI
processing activities unless their processing activities are likely to result in a risk to the rights and freedoms of
individuals, are not occasional or include the processing of sensitive PI or PI relating to criminal convictions and
offences.

Law stated - 04 May 2022

Risk assessment
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Are owners or processors of PI required to carry out a risk assessment in relation to certain uses 
of PI?

When engaging in new PI processing activities or changing existing processing activities that are likely to result in a
high risk to the rights and freedoms of individuals, controllers are also required to carry out a data protection impact
assessment. High-risk PI processing activities triggering the requirement to conduct a data protection impact
assessment include:

automated individual decision-making;
large-scale processing of sensitive PI or PI relating to criminal convictions and offences; and
systematic monitoring of a publicly accessible area on a large scale.

 

Where a data protection impact assessment reveals that the PI processing activity would result in a high risk and no
measures are taken by the controller to mitigate such risk, the controller must consult the DPA before commencing the
envisaged PI processing activity. The Data Protection Act excludes from this requirement, under certain conditions,
processing activities for journalistic, academic, artistic or literary purposes.

The DPA issued a Recommendation 01/2018 on data protection impact assessments, in which it provides guidance to
controllers on when a data protection impact assessment is required and what the assessment should contain.
According to the DPA, a data protection impact assessment must contain a systematic description of the considered PI
processing, the purposes of the processing, the PI involved, the categories of recipients and the data retention period,
and the material (eg, software, network and papers) on which the PI is saved. The data protection impact assessment
must also include an evaluation of the necessity and proportionality of the PI processing activities with regards to the
purposes of the processing, taking into account several criteria. Finally, the data protection impact assessment must
identify the risks raised by the processing activities and the measures anticipated to address the risks, such as the
safeguards, security measures and tools implemented to ensure the protection of the PI and compliance with the
GDPR.

Annex 2 of Recommendation 01/2018 includes a list of PI processing activities that require a data protection impact
assessment (black list). The list includes, among other things:

the processing of biometric data for the purpose of uniquely identifying individuals in a public area or private area
that is publicly accessible;
the systematic sharing between several data controllers of special categories of PI or data of a very personal
nature (such as data related to poverty, unemployment, youth support or social work, domestic and private
activities, and location) between different data controllers;
collecting health-related data by automated means through an active implantable medical device;
the processing of PI collected on a large scale by third parties to analyse or predict the economic situation,
health, preferences or personal interests, reliability or behaviour, localisation or movements of natural persons;
and
the large-scale processing of PI generated by devices with sensors that send data over the internet or any another
means (ie, Internet of Things applications such as smart TVs, smart household appliances, connected toys,
smart cities and smart energy systems) for the purpose of analysing or predicting individuals’ economic
situation, health, preferences or personal interests, reliability or behaviour, localisation or movements.

 

In addition, Annex 3 of Recommendation 01/2018 includes a list of PI processing activities that do not trigger the
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requirement to conduct a data protection impact assessment (the white list). The DPA issued a form that should be
used in cases where prior consultation with the DPA is required. The form is available on the DPA’s website.

Law stated - 04 May 2022

Design of PI processing systems
Are there any obligations in relation to how PI processing systems must be designed?

The GDPR introduces the principles of privacy by design and privacy by default. Privacy by design means that
controllers are required to implement appropriate technical and organisational measures designed to implement the
data protection principles effectively and to integrate the necessary safeguards into the processing to meet the
requirements of the GDPR. When doing so, controllers must consider the state of the art, the cost of implementation
and the nature, scope, context and purposes of the processing. Privacy by default means that controllers must
implement appropriate technical and organisational measures to ensure that, by default, only PI that is strictly
necessary for each processing purpose is processed.

Law stated - 04 May 2022

REGISTRATION AND NOTIFICATION
Registration
Are PI owners or processors of PI required to register with the supervisory authority? Are there 
any exemptions?  What are the formalities for registration and penalties for failure to do so?

Since 25 May 2018, the obligation for controllers to register their data processing activities with the Data Protection
Authority (DPA) no longer exists. Instead, controllers and processors are required to maintain internal records of their
processing activities. However, if a controller or processor appoints a data protection officer, such an appointment
must be communicated to the DPA through a specific online form made available on the DPA’s website.

Law stated - 04 May 2022

Other transparency duties
Are there any other public transparency duties?

No.

Law stated - 04 May 2022

SHARING AND CROSS-BORDER TRANSFERS OF PI
Sharing of PI with processors and service providers
How does the law regulate the sharing of PI with entities that provide outsourced processing 
services?

Under Regulation (EU) 2016/679 (the General Data Protection Regulation) (GDPR), when a controller outsources data
processing activities to a third party (ie, a processor), it should put in place an agreement with the processor that sets
out:
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the subject matter and duration of the processing;
the nature and purpose of the processing;
the type of PI and categories of data subjects; and
the obligations and rights of the controller.

 

Such agreement should stipulate that the processor:

processes the PI only on documented instructions from the controller, unless otherwise required by EU or EU
member state law. In that case, the processor must inform the controller of the legal requirement before
processing, unless the law prohibits such information on important grounds of public interest. Also, if in the
processor’s opinion an instruction of the controller infringes the GDPR, it should immediately inform the controller
thereof;
ensures that persons authorised to process the PI have committed themselves to confidentiality or are under an
appropriate statutory obligation of confidentiality;
takes all appropriate technical and organisational measures required under the GDPR to protect the PI;
shall not engage sub-processors without the specific or general written authorisation of the controller. In the case
of a general written authorisation, the processor must inform the controller of intended changes concerning the
addition or replacement of sub-processors;
assists the controller by appropriate technical and organisational measures, insofar as this is possible, with data
subjects’ rights requests;
assists the controller in ensuring compliance with the security and data breach notification requirements, as well
as the controller’s obligation to conduct privacy impact assessments;
at the end of the provision of the services to the controller, returns or deletes the PI, at the choice of the controller,
and deletes existing copies unless further storage is required under EU or EU member state law; and
makes available to the controller all information necessary to demonstrate compliance with the GDPR and
contribute to audits.

 

On 4 June 2021, the European Commission adopted its new standard contractual clauses to be used between
controllers and processors in the European Economic Area. The Controller-Processor standard contractual clauses are
aimed at assisting organisations that rely on data processors in the European Economic Area to perform certain data
processing activities on their behalf to comply with their obligation to put in place an appropriate data processing
agreement, as described above.

Law stated - 04 November 2021

Restrictions on third-party disclosure
Are there any specific restrictions on the sharing of PI with recipients that are not processors or 
service providers?

In general, there are no specific restrictions under the GDPR or the Act of 30 July 2018 on the protection of natural
persons concerning the processing of personal on the disclosure of PI other than the restrictions resulting from the
general data protection principles (such as lawfulness, notice and purpose limitation). Generally, the sharing of PI with
a separate data controller that will use the PI for its own marketing purposes requires the data subject’s prior consent.

Law stated - 04 November 2021
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Cross-border transfer
Is the transfer of PI outside the jurisdiction restricted?

PI can be transferred freely to other countries within the European Economic Area, as well as to countries recognised
by the European Commission as providing an adequate level of data protection .

Transferring PI to countries outside the European Economic Area that are not recognised as providing an adequate
level of data protection is prohibited unless:

the data subject has explicitly given their consent to the proposed transfer after having been informed of the
possible risks of such transfers;
the transfer is necessary for the performance of a contract between the data subject and the controller or the
implementation of pre-contractual measures taken in response to the data subject’s request;
the transfer is necessary for the conclusion or performance of a contract concluded or to be concluded between
the controller and a third party in the interest of the data subject;
the transfer is necessary for important reasons of public interest or the establishment, exercise or defence of
legal claims;
the transfer is necessary to protect the vital interests of the data subject or other persons; or
the transfer is made from a register that is open to consultation either by the public in general or by any person
that can demonstrate a legitimate interest.

 

If none of the above applies and no appropriate safeguards have been put in place, the transfer can take place if it is
necessary for compelling legitimate interests pursued by the controller, but only if the transfer is not repetitive,
concerns only a limited number of data subjects, and the controller has assessed all circumstances surrounding the
data transfer and has provided suitable safeguards to protect the PI. In this case, the controller must inform the Data
Protection Authority (DPA) and concerned data subjects of the transfer and the legitimate interests that justify such
transfer.

In addition to the exemptions listed above (which should typically only be relied on in limited cases), cross-border
transfers to non-adequate countries are allowed if the controller has implemented measures to ensure that the PI
receives an adequate level of data protection and data subjects can exercise their rights after the PI has been
transferred. Such measures include the execution of standard contractual clauses approved by the European
Commission or adopted by a supervisory authority, an approved code of conduct or certification mechanism or
implementation of binding corporate rules. When relying on such safeguards to legitimise data transfers, the exporting
controller must conduct a transfer risk assessment to verify whether the level of protection for PI transferred is
essentially equivalent to the level of protection in the European Union. Depending on the outcome of that assessment,
additional safeguards may need to be put in place to ensure such a level of protection for the PI that is transferred.
Also, transfers of PI can be legitimised by executing an ad hoc data transfer agreement. However, in such cases, the
prior authorisation of the DPA must be obtained.

On 4 June 2021, the European Commission published its implementing decision on standard contractual clauses for
the transfer of PI to third countries under the GDPR, along with a set of new standard contractual clauses. The new
standard contractual clauses are aimed at replacing the previous version of the clauses that were published by the
European Commission in 2001, 2004 and 2010 respectively. The new standard contractual clauses consider the
complexity of modern processing chains by combining several general provisions with several modular provisions that
should be selected based on the status of the parties under the GDPR, namely provisions for controller-to-controller
transfers, controller-to-processor transfers, processor-to-processor transfers and processor-to-controller transfers. The
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new standard contractual clauses provided for a transition period of three months, during which companies could
continue using the old standard contractual clauses. Since 27 September 2021, companies entering into new transfer
agreements must use the new standard contractual clauses. Contracts signed before 27 September 2021 that already
incorporated the old standard contractual clauses will remain valid until 27 December 2022, provided that the old
standard contractual clauses remain unchanged.

Law stated - 04 November 2021

Further transfer
If transfers outside the jurisdiction are subject to restriction or authorisation, do these apply 
equally to transfers to service providers and onwards transfers?

The data transfer restrictions and authorisation requirements apply regardless of whether PI is transferred to a service
provider (ie, processor) or another controller.

The restrictions and requirements applicable to onward PI transfers depend on the legal regime in the jurisdiction
where the data importer is located and the data transfer mechanism relied upon to legitimise the initial data transfer
outside the European Economic Area. For example, the standard contractual clauses contain specific requirements for
onward data transfers.

Law stated - 04 November 2021

Localisation
Does the law require PI or a copy of PI to be retained in your jurisdiction, notwithstanding that it is 
transferred or accessed from outside the jurisdiction?

There are no data localisation requirements in Belgium that apply to PI generally. However, certain documents
containing PI (such as invoices and other supporting documents related to VAT, company records and companies’
social documents) must be kept in Belgium or, when they are stored electronically, full online access from Belgium
must be guaranteed.

Law stated - 04 May 2022

RIGHTS OF INDIVIDUALS
Access
Do individuals have the right to access their personal information held by PI owners? Describe 
how this right can be exercised as well as any limitations to this right.

Data subjects have a right to access the PI that a controller holds about them. When a data subject exercises their right
of access, the controller is required to provide the following information to the data subject:

confirmation as to whether the controller processes the data subject’s PI;
the purposes for which their PI is processed;
the categories of PI concerned;
the recipients or categories of recipients to whom PI has been or will be disclosed, in particular, recipients in third
countries, and in the case of transfers to third countries, the appropriate safeguards put into place by the
controller to legitimise such transfers;
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where possible, the envisaged period for which the PI will be stored or, if not possible, the criteria used to
determine such period;
the existence of the right to request the rectification or erasure of PI or restriction of the processing or to object
to such processing;
the right to lodge a complaint with a supervisory authority;
information regarding the source of the PI; and
the existence of automated decision-making and information about the logic involved in any such automated
decision-making (if any), as well as the significance and the envisaged consequences of such processing.

 

The controller should also provide a copy of the PI to the data subject in an intelligible form. For further copies
requested by the data subjects, controllers may charge a reasonable fee to cover administrative costs.

The right to obtain a copy of PI may be subject to restrictions to the extent it adversely affects the rights and freedoms
of others, and the controller may refuse to act on a request of access if the request is manifestly unfounded or
excessive, in particular, because of its repetitive character.

Also, exemptions to the right of access apply to PI originating from certain public authorities, including the police and
intelligence services and to PI processed for journalistic, academic, artistic or literary purposes.

Law stated - 04 May 2022

Other rights
Do individuals have other substantive rights?

Rectification

Data subjects are entitled to obtain, without undue delay, the rectification of inaccurate PI relating to them.

 

Erasure

Data subjects have the right to request the erasure (the right to be forgotten) of PI concerning them where:

the PI is no longer necessary for the purposes for which it was collected or otherwise processed;
the processing is based on consent and the data subject withdraws their consent and there is no other legal
basis for the processing;
the data subject objects to the processing of their PI based on the controller’s legitimate interests and there are
no overriding legitimate grounds for the processing;
the data subject objects to the processing of their PI for direct marketing purposes;
PI has been unlawfully processed;
PI has to be erased for compliance with a legal obligation under EU or EU member state law; and
PI has been collected concerning offering information society services to a child.

 

The right to be forgotten does not apply where the processing is necessary for:

the exercise of the right to freedom of expression and information;
compliance with a legal obligation under EU or EU member state law;
the performance of a task carried out in the public interest or the exercise of official authority vested in the
controller;
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reasons of public interest in the area of public health;
archiving purposes in the public interest, scientific or historical research purposes or statistical purposes; or
the establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims.

 

Restriction of processing

Data subjects are entitled to request that the processing of their PI is restricted by the controller, where one of the
following conditions applies:

the data subject is contesting the accuracy of their PI, in which case, the processing should be restricted for a
period enabling the verification by the controller of the accuracy of the PI;
the processing is unlawful and the data subject opposes the erasure of the PI and requests the restriction of its
use instead;
the controller no longer needs the PI, but the PI is required by the data subject for the establishment, exercise or
defence of legal claims; or
the data subject has objected to the processing of their PI for purposes other than direct marketing, based on
grounds relating to their particular situation. In this case, the processing should be restricted, pending the
verification by the controller as to whether the controller’s legitimate interests override those of the data subject.

 

Objection to processing

Data subjects have the right to object at any time to the processing of their PI for substantial and legitimate reasons
related to their particular situation, where the processing is necessary for the performance of a task carried out in the
public interest or in the exercise of official authority vested in the controller or where the controller processes the PI to
pursue its legitimate interests. Also, data subjects are in any event (ie, without any specific justification) entitled to
object, at any time, to the processing of their PI for direct marketing purposes.

 

Data portability

Data subjects are entitled to receive in a structured, commonly used and machine-readable format the PI they have
provided directly to the controller and the PI they have provided indirectly by the use of the controller’s services,
websites or applications. Also, where technically feasible, data subjects have the right to have their PI transmitted by
the controller to another controller. The right to data portability only applies if:

the PI is processed based on the data subject’s consent or the necessity of the processing for the performance of
a contract; and
the PI is processed by automated means.

 

The above-mentioned rights are subject to certain restrictions, in particular in the case of processing PI originating
from certain public authorities, including the police and intelligence services, or processing of PI for journalistic,
academic, artistic or literary purposes.

 

Complaint to relevant supervisory authorities and enforce rights in court
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Data subjects are entitled to file a complaint with the DPA (which has been granted investigative, control and
enforcement powers) to enforce their rights. Further, data subjects can initiate proceedings before the President of the
Court of First Instance when their rights have not been respected by the controller.

 

Automated decision-making

Data subjects also have the right not to be subject to decisions having legal effects or significantly affecting them,
including profiling, which are taken purely based on automatic data processing, unless the decision:

is necessary to enter into or for the performance of a contract;
is based on a legal provision under EU or EU member state law; or
is based on the data subject’s explicit consent.

Law stated - 04 May 2022

Compensation
Are individuals entitled to monetary damages or compensation if they are affected by breaches 
of the law? Is actual damage required or is injury to feelings sufficient?

Data subjects are entitled to receive compensation from controllers if they have suffered material or non-material
damages as a result of a violation of Belgian data protection law. Controllers will only be exempt from liability if they
can prove that they are not responsible for the event giving rise to the damage. Individuals may choose to mandate an
organ, organisation or non-profit organisation to lodge a complaint on their behalf before the Data Protection Authority
(DPA) or the competent judicial body.

Law stated - 04 May 2022

Enforcement
Are these rights exercisable through the judicial system or enforced by the supervisory authority 
or both?

Enforcement of data subjects’ rights is possible through legal action before the Belgian courts (ie, before the President
of the Court of First Instance) and via the DPA.

Law stated - 04 May 2022

EXEMPTIONS, DEROGATIONS AND RESTRICTIONS
Further exemptions and restrictions
Does the law include any derogations, exclusions or limitations other than those already 
described?

No. 

Law stated - 04 May 2022
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SPECIFIC DATA PROCESSING 
Cookies and similar technology
Are there any rules on the use of ‘cookies’ or equivalent technology?

Cookies or any other type of information can only be stored or accessed on individuals’ equipment provided that the
individuals have consented after having been informed about the use of such cookies. However, individuals’ opt-in
consent is not required if the access to or storage of information on their equipment is for the sole purpose of carrying
out the transmission of a communication over an electronic communications network or is strictly necessary to
provide a service explicitly requested by the individual.

On 9 April 2020, the Data Protection Authority (DPA) updated its practical guidance on cookies intending to clarify how
companies should inform individuals about and obtain their consent for the use of cookies, as well as the types of
cookies that are exempted from the consent requirement.

The guidance provides that consent must be informed, unambiguous and provided through a clear affirmative action.
Merely continuing to browse a website does not constitute valid consent. Users must have the possibility to provide
granular consent per type of cookie, as well as, in a second stage, per cookie. Also, users must be provided with
information regarding the use of cookies. The DPA suggests providing this information in two phases: first, a notice at
the time the users’ consent is obtained, and second, a more detailed notice in the form of a cookie policy.

According to the DPA, users must be provided with the following information upon consenting to the use of cookies:

the entity responsible for the use of cookies;
the purposes for which cookies are used;
the data collected through the use of cookies;
the cookies’ expiry time; and
the users’ rights concerning cookies, including the right to withdraw their consent.

 

The DPA also clarifies that the lifespan of a cookie must be limited to what is necessary to achieve the cookie’s
purpose and cookies should not have an unlimited lifespan.

The cookie requirements under Belgian law result from the legal regime for the use of cookies set forth by Directive
2002/58/EC (the ePrivacy Directive), as transposed into EU member state law. The ePrivacy Directive is currently under
review and will most likely be replaced by the ePrivacy Regulation in the future. The exact timing of the adoption of the
ePrivacy Regulation has, however, not yet been determined.

Law stated - 04 May 2022

Electronic communications marketing
Are there any rules on marketing by email, fax, telephone or other electronic channels?

Apart from the general rules on marketing practices and specific rules on marketing for certain products or services
(eg, medicines and financial services), there are specific rules for marketing by email, fax and telephone.

 

Marketing by electronic post

Sending marketing messages by electronic post (eg, email or text) is only allowed with the prior, specific, free and
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informed consent of the addressee. However, provided that certain conditions are fulfilled, electronic marketing to legal
persons and existing customers is exempt from the opt-in consent requirement. In any event, electronic marketing
messages should inform the addressee about their right to opt-out from receiving future electronic marketing and
provide appropriate means to exercise this right electronically. Also to the consent requirement, Belgian law sets out
specific requirements concerning the content of electronic marketing messages, such as the requirement that
electronic marketing should be easily recognisable as such and should clearly identify the person on whose behalf it is
sent.

 

Marketing by automated calling systems and fax

Direct marketing by automated calling systems (without human intervention) and fax also requires the addressees’
prior, specific, free and informed consent. Further, the addressee should be able to withdraw their consent at any time,
free of charge and without any justification.

 

Marketing by telephone

Belgian law explicitly prohibits direct marketing by telephone to individuals who have registered their telephone number
with the Do Not Call register.

As the rules on electronic communications marketing under Belgian law result from the ePrivacy Directive, these rules
may change once the ePrivacy Directive is replaced by the ePrivacy Regulation (which has not been adopted yet). Also,
on 10 February 2020, the DPA published Recommendation 1/2020 on data processing activities for direct marketing
purposes, which aims at clarifying the complex rules relating to the processing of PI for direct marketing purposes and
provides practical examples and guidelines around direct marketing.

Among others, Recommendation 1/2020 clarifies that:

Determining and specifying the purposes for which PI will be processed is essential. In this respect, the DPA
considers that merely stating that personal data will be processed for direct marketing purposes is not sufficient
in light of the transparency requirements applicable under Regulation (EU) 2016/679 (the General Data Protection
Regulation) (GDPR).
To ensure data minimisation, companies should limit open fields in data collection forms, review their databases
regularly to delete any unnecessary data, and implement processes to ensure that Do Not Call lists are
considered when reviewing databases where marketing data is stored.
Individuals must be offered a right to object at any time and easily, without having to take additional steps and
free of charge, to the processing of their PI for direct marketing purposes. In this respect, the DPA considers that
a simple unsubscribe button in small characters at the end of a marketing email is not sufficient. Also, where it is
technically feasible, the DPA recommends allowing individuals to granularly select the marketing activities for
which they want to object (eg, email marketing or text).
Consent to direct marketing must be specific concerning the content of the marketing communication and the
means used.
Where an individual withdraws their consent to the processing of PI, there is no longer a valid legal ground unless
PI must be kept to comply with a legal obligation. In practice, this means that if the individual withdraws their
consent and there is no alternative legal ground, PI should be deleted (regardless of whether the individual
exercises their deletion rights). The same applies where individuals object to the processing of their PI based on
the legitimate interest ground.

Law stated - 04 May 2022
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Targeted advertising
Are there any rules on targeted online advertising?

Online targeted advertising, such as through the use of cookies, requires individuals’ prior opt-in consent.

Law stated - 04 May 2022

Sensitive personal information
Are there any rules on the processing of ‘sensitive’ categories of personal information? 

The processing of sensitive PI revealing racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs or
trade union membership, as well as the processing of genetic data, biometric data, health data or data concerning a
person’s sex life or sexual orientation, is prohibited in principle, and can only be carried out if:

the data subject has given their explicit consent to such processing;
the processing is necessary to carry out the specific obligations and rights of the controller or the data subject in
the employment, social security or social protection law area;
the processing is necessary to protect the vital interests of the data subject or of another person, where the data
subject is physically or legally incapable of giving their consent;
the processing is carried out by a foundation, association or any other non-profit organisation with political,
philosophical, religious or trade union objectives in the course of its legitimate activities, and solely relates to the
member or former members of the organisation or to persons that have regular contact with the organisation and
the PI is not disclosed to third parties without the data subject’s consent;
the processing relates to PI that has been manifestly made public by the data subject;
the processing is necessary for the establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims;
the processing is necessary for reasons of substantial public interest recognised by EU or EU member state law;
the processing is necessary for the purposes of preventive or occupational medicine, for the assessment of the
working capacity of an employee, medical diagnosis, the provision of health or social care or treatment, or the
management of health or social care systems and services based on EU or EU member state law or according to
a contract with a health professional, subject to appropriate confidentiality obligations;
the processing is necessary for reasons of public interest in the area of public health based on EU or EU member
state law; or
the processing is necessary for archiving purposes in the public interest, scientific or historical research purposes
or statistical purposes based on EU or EU member state law.

 

The Data Protection Act explicitly lists several PI processing activities that (provided certain conditions are met) can be
deemed as necessary for reasons of substantial public interest, including PI processing activities of human rights
organisations, the Centre for Missing and Sexually Exploited Children (Child Focus), and organisations that assist sex
offenders.

Law stated - 04 May 2022

Profiling
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Are there any rules regarding individual profiling?

Profiling that does not produce legal effects on individuals or does not significantly affect them is generally not subject
to specific rules and can be legitimised using several potential legal bases, including the legitimate interests legal
basis, provided that individuals are clearly informed about the controller’s profiling activities, taking into account the
transparency requirements of the GDPR.

Law stated - 04 May 2022

Cloud services
Are there any rules or regulator guidance on the use of cloud computing services?

There are no specific rules on the use of cloud computing services under Belgian law. However, the DPA has issued
advice (Advice No. 10/2016 of 24 February 2016 on the Use of Cloud Computing by Data Controllers) that identifies the
privacy risks related to cloud computing services and provides guidelines for data controllers on how to comply with
Belgian data protection law when relying on providers of cloud computing services.

Some of the risks identified by the DPA include:

loss of control over the data owing to physical fragmentation;
increased risk of access by foreign authorities;
vendor lock-in;
inadequate management of access rights;
risks associated with the use of sub-processors;
non-compliance with data retention restrictions;
difficulties with accommodating data subjects’ rights;
unavailability of the services;
difficulties with recovering data in the case of termination of the cloud provider’s business or the service contract;
and
violations of data transfer restrictions.

 

To address these risks, the DPA has issued several guidelines for data controllers that want to migrate data to a cloud
environment. The DPA recommends data controllers, among others, to:

clearly identify data and data processing activities before migrating them to the cloud environment, considering
the nature and sensitivity of the data;
impose appropriate contractual and technical requirements on cloud providers (eg, not allowing cloud providers
to alter terms and conditions unilaterally, requiring cloud providers to inform about the use of sub-processors and
including exhaustive lists of physical locations where data can be stored);
identify the most suitable cloud solution;
perform a risk analysis (ideally by an independent body specialised in information security);
select the appropriate cloud provider, considering the risk analysis;
inform data subjects about the migration of their PI to the cloud; and
monitor changes to cloud services over time and update the risk analysis in light of such changes.
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On 20 May 2021, the DPA, as the lead authority, approved the EU Data Protection Code of Conduct for Cloud Service
Providers (the EU Cloud CoC). The EU Cloud CoC creates a baseline for the implementation of the GDPR for the cloud
market.

Law stated - 04 May 2022

UPDATE AND TRENDS
Key developments of the past year
Are there any emerging trends or hot topics in international data protection in your jurisdiction? 

The Data Protection Authority (DPA) published Recommendation 01/2021 on the processing of biometric data.

The DPA continued publishing materials, guidelines and adopting opinions on the processing of PI in the context of the
coronavirus pandemic. Coronavirus-related content is available on the DPA’s website.

Law stated - 04 May 2022
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Jurisdictions
Australia Piper Alderman

Austria Knyrim Trieb Rechtsanwälte

Belgium Hunton Andrews Kurth LLP

Brazil Mattos Filho Veiga Filho Marrey Jr e Quiroga Advogados

Canada Thompson Dorfman Sweatman LLP

Chile Magliona Abogados

China Mayer Brown

France Aramis Law Firm

Germany Hoffmann Liebs Fritsch & Partner

Greece GKP Law Firm

Hong Kong Mayer Brown

Hungary VJT & Partners

India AP & Partners

Indonesia SSEK Legal Consultants

Ireland Walkers

Italy ICT Legal Consulting

Japan Nagashima Ohno & Tsunematsu

Jordan Nsair & Partners - Lawyers

Malaysia SKRINE

Malta Fenech & Fenech Advocates

Mexico OLIVARES

New Zealand Anderson Lloyd

Pakistan S.U.Khan Associates Corporate & Legal Consultants

Poland Kobylanska Lewoszewski Mednis

Portugal Morais Leitão, Galvão Teles, Soares da Silva & Associados
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Romania MPR PartnersSingapore Drew & Napier LLC

South Korea Bae, Kim & Lee LLC

Switzerland Lenz & Staehelin

Taiwan Formosa Transnational Attorneys at Law

Thailand Formichella & Sritawat Attorneys at Law

Turkey Turunç

United Arab Emirates Bizilance Legal Consultants

United Kingdom Hunton Andrews Kurth LLP

USA Hunton Andrews Kurth LLP
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